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				Escape® - A musical world without wires!

	Portable audio devices have changed the way we listen to music. Phones and tablets are now our primary source of music. But for audiophiles who are looking for the best possible sound quality without the inconvenience of wires, there are only small carry-on and compact portable speakers available. That's why we developed Escape® for you. A series of high-end wireless speakers with stunning performance.



			

		

			
	
		
	
		
            				Our products

                        
	Select the wireless speaker that is perfect for you.
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	A reference in portable HIFI speakers.
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	Powerful - Musical - Surprisingly Affordable - 100% Escape.
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	A multiroom speaker designed for indoor use and well beyond.
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	Upgrade your P9 or existing HIFI system with the M1 Air music streamer.
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	The Escape® Remote application turns your Android or Apple device into a powerful remote control
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	Developed for Android and Apple iOS


	One application for the entire Escape® range. Use all possibilities via the Escape® Remote application for your smartphone or tablet. 

                    

                                                                                            

        

    



			
	

			
	
		
	One speaker, infinite possibilities

	Escape® offers the perfect solution for music lovers looking for a versatile speaker system with high-fidelity sound reproduction.


	Escape® does not fit into any existing product category; it is a category by itself, without boundaries.
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							Find an Escape® dealer near you

						

							
					
						 
France
België/Belgique
Nederland
Magyarország
España
Schweiz/Suisse/Svizzera/Svizra
România
United Kingdom
Portugal
Norge
Italia
Österreich
Monaco
Sverige
Lietuva
Suomi
United States
Eesti
Deutschland
Türkiye
Danmark
Canada
Ireland/Éire
Sakartvelo
Slovensko
Lubnan
Chile
Andorra
Kýpros/Kibris
Luxembourg/Lëtzebuerg
Polska
South Africa
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